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High correlation between MSCI World and
manufacturing PMI for developed countries.
The manufacturing PMI for developed countries
remain on high levels, indicating that the
developed markets are expected to uphold a high
growth-rate [EXHIBIT 1]. However, the recent
months’ surveys point towards a possible turning
point for the last year’s trend and might reveal that
the workload among manufacturers is decreasing.

Lower manufacturing PMI in Eurozone
should lower the GDP expectations. The
manufacturing PMI in the Eurozone has increased
steadily over the last two years, resulting in the
GDP expectations for the Eurozone to be heavily
revised upwards [EXHIBIT 2], which in turn has
led to a stronger EUR against rival currencies.
Now, as the latest months’ PMI numbers are
dropping rapidly, we are yet to see a reaction in
GDP expectations for the Eurozone. Lower GDP
expectations in the Eurozone will lower the
demand for the EUR.

No turning point in sight in the U.S. Unlike in
the Eurozone, the manufacturers PMI in the U.S is
still trending upwards [EXHIBIT 3]. Combined
with a business friendly tax bill, the economic
outlook in the U.S. look promising.

Weakening EUR/USD due to GDP
expectations. As GDP expectations for the
Eurozone in 2017 were revised upwards more
relative to the U.S., we saw the EUR strengthen
against the USD. Now there is a potential turning
point in the relation, which would imply that the
USD will strengthen against the EUR.

DOLLAR’S RISE AGAINST THE EURO

Potential turning point in market indicators reveals weakening EUR/USD

Executive Summary: Over the last year the EUR strengthened dramatically against the USD and the
EUR/USD is currently at its highest level since the end of 2014. The most imminent factor that lies behind last
year’s trend is the unexpectedly robust economic growth in Europe. As GDP expectations for the Eurozone
were revised upwards, more relative to the U.S, we saw the EUR strengthen against the USD. Now there is a
potential turning point in this relation. The latest months’ manufacturing PMI numbers for the Eurozone are
dropping rapidly, which indicates that the pace among European manufacturers is slowing down. The opposite
is shown among American manufacturers. Meanwhile, investors start to look at other alternatives as stock
markets get more volatile and higher valuated. In the U.S, the bond market looks more and more appealing
thanks to Trump’s expansionary fiscal policy and the tightening policy from the FED. As European bonds
cannot match the rate levels, higher demand for the USD will lead to a weakening EUR/USD.

Analysts: Victor Clauson (BSc in Business and Economics) and Ola Johnsson (MSc in Economics)

EXHIBIT 2: EURO - PMI & GDP expect.
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EXHIBIT 3: USA - PMI and GDP expect.

EXHIBIT 1 : MSCI World & PMI (dev.)
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” There is a large amount of  USD-
denominated debt outside of  the 
U.S. In view of  the concerns about 
extra supply and (Federal Reserve) 
tightening, it is reasonable to expect 
some concerns about liquidity to 
increase if  market confidence 
deteriorates. This could lend 
support for the USD.”

- Jane Foley, 
Head of FX Strategy at Rabobank

In 2017, the official currency in the European Union had its best year - in
terms of growth - since 2003, appreciating by almost 15% versus the USD. This
was largely due to stronger than initially expected economic indicators, but also a
large reduction in perception of political risk, while the opposite happened in the
U.S. Eurozone PMI also rose to a record 60,6 in December, indicating a very high
manufacturing activity. All of these factors prompted the ECB to revise their
GDP forecast for 2017 from 1,7% to 2,5% [EXHIBIT 4]. In purely economic
fundamentals, Europe looked exceptionally strong. However, since the ECB
began tapering the QE in January the Eurozone PMI has shown indications of a
turning point in manufacturing activity. Hence, we might see lowered GDP
forecasts for the medium-term outlook, ultimately leading to a lower demand for
the EUR.

American growth looks more promising than the European. The Federal
Reserve recently raised interest rates to 1,50-1,75%, marking the sixth rate hike
since FOMC began raising rates off near-zero in December 2015 [EXHIBIT 5].
The market is also currently expecting three more rate hikes for 2018. In Europe
on the other hand, interest rates are still at zero with the first expected rate hike in
early 2019. When U.S interest rates increase, investors will flock to capitalize on
the higher returns. As a result, demand for the USD will increase, strengthening
the currency. And as opposed to the Eurozone, U.S PMI is trending upwards,
indicating further growth and high belief in the manufacturing sector. Combined
with business friendly tax cuts, American growth looks very promising.

Investors start to look at other alternatives as stock markets get more
volatile and higher valuated. The bond market in the U.S looks more and more
appealing. The U.S 10-YR quickly approached 3% since the beginning of 2018
[EXHIBIT 6]. By the year’s end the market expects a further increase to 3,2%.
The corresponding German 10-YR is currently at around 0,5%, and has a long
way from becoming as appealing as its American counterpart. High quality
corporate bonds in the U.S offer close to a 4% return. Caterpillar currently offers
a 3,7% yield on a 10-YR corporate bond, and Apple offer a 3,4% yield on 7-YR
corporate bond. As the bond rates in the U.S get more attractive nervous
investors will see their chance of a safe haven, which will lead to an increasing
demand for the USD.

Unclear effects of a potential trade war. Trump’s proposed 25% tariff on steel
and 10% on aluminum will have a negative impact on manufacturing companies,
especially the aerospace and auto industries, as they rely heavily on both
commodities. The U.S currently imports about one third of all steel used, while
imports account for more than 90% of the aluminum used. Implementing these
tariffs would place U.S manufacturing companies at a competitive disadvantage as
the tariffs would lead to higher prices compared to foreign competitors. And if
U.S PMI start to decay, GDP expectations – and therefore also USD – is likely to
follow. However, so far nothing has been determined. Market fluctuations are yet
reactions to the ”twitter-beef” that is going on between the U.S and China.
During the beginning of last week Asian and European market rallied on signs of
a softening rhetoric by the Trump administration alongside China-U.S talks
indicated desire to avert a trade war. This optimism disappeared later the same
week as trade war fears returned. As uncertainty will continue causing market
volatility it will not be easier to predict the magnitude and effects of a potential
trade war for all parts involved. Thereby, it is even harder to predict how the
EUR/USD relation is going to develop.

Bet on dollar’s rise against the euro if a full-scale trade war does not break
out. For the time being, the wisest decision is to await further facts about the
potential trade war. If a full-scale trade war is avoided the most probable outcome
is that we will see a weakening EUR/USD under the current year. In that case it
makes sense to buy a USD lottery ticket. The easiest way to get exposure is to take
a short position in a EUR/USD future with one year to maturity.
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EXHIBIT 4 : EUR/USD & PMI
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EXHIBIT 5 : FED & ECB rates

EXHIBIT 6 : Increasing bond rates
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Ansvarsbegränsning
Analyser, dokument och all annan information som härrör från LINC Research & Analysis (LINC 
R&A) är framställt i informationssyfte och är inte avsett att vara rådgivande. LINC är en ideell
organisation (organisationsnummer 845002-2259) och analyser eller annan information som härrör från
LINC R&A ska inte betraktas som investeringsrekommendationer. 

Informationen i analysen är baserad på källor, uppgifter och personer som LINC R&A bedömer som
tillförlitliga, men LINC R&A kan aldrig garantera riktigheten i informationen. Den framåtblickande
informationen i analysen baseras på subjektiva bedömningar om framtiden, vilka alltid är osäkra och
därför bör användas försiktigt. LINC R&A kan aldrig garantera att prognoser och framåtblickande
estimat kommer att bli uppfyllda. Om ett investeringsbeslut baseras på information från LINC R&A 
eller person med koppling till LINC R&A, så fattas dessa alltid självständigt av investeraren. LINC 
R&A frånsäger sig därmed allt ansvar för eventuell förlust eller skada av vad slag det än må vara som
grundar sig på användandet av analyser, dokument och all annan information som härrör från LINC 
R&A. 

Intressekonflikter och opartiskhet
För att säkerställa LINC R&A’s oberoende har LINC R&A inrättat interna regler, utöver detta så är alla
studenter som skriver för LINC R&A skyldiga att redovisa alla eventuella intressekonflikter. Dessa har
utformats för att säkerställa att Finansinspektionens föreskrifter och allmänna råd om 
investeringsrekommendationer riktade till allmänheten samt hantering av intressekonflikter (FFFS 
2005:9) efterlevs. Material från LINC R&A ska aldrig betraktas som investeringsrekommendationer. 

Om skribent har ett innehav där en intressekonflikt kan anses föreligga, redovisas detta i
informationsmaterialet. 

Övrigt
LINC R&A har ej mottagit betalning eller annan ersättning för att göra analysen. 

Upphovsrätt
Denna analys är upphovsrättsskyddad enligt lag och är LINC R&A’s egendom (© LINC R&A 2017).


